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President’s Message
I just spent the last few hours working through the photographs I took while on our club
outing at the Cobourg Cougars hockey game last night. This was the first time in ages that
I had taken photographs of such fast moving subjects and it took a while to find the camera
settings that worked best and to get my reflexes tuned up to the point that I could catch the
action. Needless to say there were no prize-winners but the exercise was well worth the
effort because it forced me to work through a process that was different from what I am
more familiar with in the photos I usually take. Hopefully, stepping out of our comfort zone
every once in a while will have benefits in terms of our technical expertise and in the way we

visualize our images.
The club outings that David O’Rourke has arranged have presented members with a variety of scenarios that will
sometimes take people out of their comfort zone and challenge them to create images they don’t usually make.
This is a wonderful opportunity to learn new techniques and share ideas with fellow members. A “regular”
handful of members participate in these excursions but there are many more in the club who have never
participated. For those who are looking for some mentorship to making better images, attending some outings
could be very beneficial. The spirit of these ventures is collegial and not competitive and as always, a good social
interaction.
Make it your goal to attend at least one outing per session! From now until the end of the winter/spring session
there will be a lot of activity for the club. Planning for our Safari in March is underway and there will
undoubtedly be another showing of prints in a public place. In addition to that, a number of seminars will be held
to address technical issues such as the preparation of slide shows, print-making and the mysteries of the digital
camera.
Be an active member and take part. Taking the step from just attending regular meetings to being part of a
project or initiative will make your experience so much richer and rewarding. And remember – a position on the
executive of the club is not reserved for the best photographers! It takes many talents to have a successful club.
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“Eyes for an image”
Goodrich-Loomis Conservation Outing:
Terry Self Photos

Ormie Van Alstyne photos

Beautiful images are, first of all, found with a
discerning eye and, then, captured on film, canvas,
paper and/or digital sensors. A certain amount of
learning is required throughout the entire process.
Interest and determination are arguably the two main
factors governing the degree of success each of us
manages to achieve.
Our outings provide opportunities for us to discuss with others what it is that we are seeing and how
we intend to capture those images. Sharing these moments with others is what our outings are all
about.
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More Outing Images…………
Russ Donaldson‟s images

„David O‟Rourke‟s group photos

All hockey photos this
page were submitted by
Roy Cartwright
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Cobourg Cougars Hockey Outing

Russ Donaldson photos
Allan Short Photo

Photo Quote: Which of my photographs is my favorite? The one I’m going to take tomorrow. Never be
fully satisfied with what you’ve done. Never stop photographing. It is very likely that your best
photograph has not yet been captured. – Imogen Cunningham
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Suddenly a picture!!!
Who, among us, has not experienced the unexpected? You turn a corner and, all of a sudden, you see
an image that just has to be captured. Or, the fog lifts and reveals a mother moose nursing its calf in
the long marsh grass. Or, as Eileen Mountain recently discovered, the freezing rain stuck to her car
displaying this rich assortment of colours. And, of course, Eileen, immediately dropped her ice scraper
and hurried to get her camera! Thanks, Eileen, for sharing these exciting photos with us.

Lots of Ice!

“Iced in”
Break…. and Enter!!
All photos captured by Eileen Mountain.
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IT was New Year‟s Day and
I’d had a wild New Year’s Eve. Stayed up
till after 10:00 pm. I decided to start the new
year with a few image captures. Went to
Peter’s Woods and got these two. The
colour of the leaves was what caught my
eye and, as I was leaving, I looked up and
saw this on a Birch tree about ten feet up
the trunk.
NOW it is the day of the first outing, and I
remember an old barn along the east side
of the road heading north from Brighton.
With bright sun I stopped and took a couple
of shots, before I was to meet up with the rest of the crew. The next
day, Wednesday, I had to travel to the Big Smoke, and I took the
train. Had some time to kill so I wandered. I ended up taking some
shots, not many, most with reflections and really bad lighting, to see
what I could do with them. Hope you enjoy.
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More “travels with Al”………

This past Sunday was a sunny day, but a little cool, an excellent day in which to take some images.
Lets see… I want the following elements: good sky, snow, flowing waters, and someplace where I can
go four wheeling. That‟s not going to happen anywhere near here; however, I do know a place where
all those elements are, so after a stop at Timmies for my XL coffee with 2 cream at the bottom of Hwy
28 and can you guess where I was heading? Well, it was up to Apsley to the Gut Conservation Area. It
had it all, good sky, snow, flowing waters, I had to smash through the snow drift that the snow plough
had created at the entrance so I had the four wheeling as I am lazy and did not want to walk all the way
to the river. Oh it was a little cool (-23C) but it was a dry cold. We are a hardy people and, with the mist
coming off the flowing water all night with the cool temperatures it created pure beauty, Oh what
beauty! Now some people may have said it was too cool, or there was a game on; however, this was a
moment in time and it will never happen again just like this. So enjoy these moments in time that were
missed by some, but enjoyed by this one.

These “Winter Wonderland”
scenes were captured by
Allen Short, one of NPC‟s very
enthusiastic photographers.
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NPC Featured Photographer

Born and raised in Montreal,

I worked as an Executive Secretary
until starting my own family in 1981. After having 2 children, we moved
in 1985 to Amherstview (just west of Kingston) where we had 2 more
children – all were girls and I was a busy stay at home Mom.
In 1995, I asked if I could sit in with the Grade 10 class to learn about
computers, as I had ended my working career on an IBM Selectric
typewriter with correcto-tape for errors (which at the time, I thought was
great). The shift to computers was emerging though and I could see the
benefits of them in the workplace and how they would improve
workflow; hence, I was eager to learn Microsoft Office applications.
Ernestown High School afforded me that opportunity and I excelled
through all courses available. My teacher at the time asked if I could fill
in for a secretary in the office whose brother suddenly died. I accepted
and so started my re-entry back into the workforce, doing casual, part-time work in the Lennox and
Addington Schools. This fitted in well with raising an active family of 4. In 2000, we moved to
Newcastle to accommodate a change of job for my husband. I was not long there when I was asked if I
could help out a company in Toronto as one of their employees was undergoing cancer treatments and
could not always work full-time, and that is where I still am working today on an as-need basis in
addition to part-time work for our own company.
As for Photography, my love of photography has always been with me, since I can remember. Any
chance I could use my parents “box” camera, I did – with or without film – I loved to have it in my
hands. Eventually, they got me my own camera – those instamatics with the cube flashes, and from
there, when I got married, I purchased a Canon AV1 film camera, which I loved. On my 50th birthday,
my family decided I should have a digital, so they pitched in and a Canon A80 PowerShot Point and
Shoot was my gift. The happy snapper I became. Unfortunately, digital cameras don‟t last as long as
film cameras (my film camera still gets used occasionally), and I had to purchase another, which is the
one I currently use– a Canon PowerShot SX20IS point and shoot.
My yesteryears captured all my memories of life and
family, but now, I want to think about photography in a
different way. I want to capture the beauty of
something, an expression, interpretation, a feeling, or
nature as it is. This is the area I am newly exploring
and learning. Life is a continual learning curve and it is
so exciting and interesting to see where it will lead you.
The joy is in the journey. This club provides the
nurturing and hands-on enrichment I need.
Favourite subjects, at the moment for me, are flowers,
nature, and scenery. I love autumn for its beautiful
colour palette, winter for its moodiness, bleakness and
sparkle, spring as it breathes life into your subject and
summer is the crescendo before change.
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On weekends, my husband cooks breakfast and during this time, if weather is nice, I often putter
around the garden in summer checking it out and if something catches my eye, out come my camera
and tripod.
I

I will remember you.

Now that my family does not always need my attention, I can
also be spontaneous; I love to go day tripping.

A Kiss of
Morning
Sunlight

Early Mornings at the Port of Newcastle.

Kindred spirits “RUNNING FREE”
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Camping in Bon Echo holds a deep fondness as we have spent many years going there with our
growing family, and still today, I never get tired of sitting at the narrows and gazing at the sun setting
on the rock.

Can you spot the kayak in the above photo?

I still visit this place once a year, for a week, with a good friend of mine. We camp, canoe, hike, laugh,
reminisce, have great campfires and take lots of pictures.
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I also love wildlife; it is not only beautiful to photograph, but interesting to sit and
watch, like the Pileated Woodpecker, Red
Tailed Hawk or a backyard visitor.

You don‟t have to go far to find something that delights the eye, although I have travelled across
Canada.
Behind Tyrone Mill
In a back yard

Base of Ragged Falls, Algonquin

I don‟t have any amusing stories to
tell but I have had many memorable
moments behind the lens of my
cameras. I love Canada with its 4
seasons. I just love it.
I enjoy what I see, bask in the
moment, then set up and “CLICK!”
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1) Subject: Astrophotography workshop - I am enclosing information for an astrophotography workshop. No
previous experience needed. Dr Ian Shelton & Tuba Koktay are very knowledgeable on the subject and have a
lot to offer. For more information contact them directly Course Fee is $150. To register, contact Dr. Koktay at
sheltonfam2001@hotmail.com or phone (905) 762‐0072. . Thank you Nancy Falconi
2) Cobourg Photography Competition. For more information:

http://www.cobourgtourism.ca/winterfest/REV_12photocontest_1.pdf
3) From Richard Looye: The Art Daily site is a great way to stay in touch with the arts, including

photography. It's a free site, to which I have subscribed, and they issue a Monitor-like publication
every day with a whole raft of stories covering the arts world
.http://www.cobourgtourism.ca/winterfest/REV_12photocontest_1.pdf" NEW YORK, NY.- Edwynn Houk
Gallery is exhibiting a new group of prints by the renowned Canadian photographer, Robert Bourdeau
(b 1931). This will be his second exhibition at the gallery and the first since his election to the
prestigious Order of Canada and the publication of his retrospective monograph printed in 2011 by the
Magenta Foundation and the Stephen Bulger Gallery, “The Station Point.”
4) From

the Peterborough Photographic Society: Here is some information about the free

Lightroom 4 Beta which was just released. By clicking on this link you can find out how to download
and try out Lightroom for free for the next couple of months (during the Beta stage) and also learn
about some of the new features. There is a 22 minute video on this page which demonstrates some
of the new features (e.g., soft-proofing, videos, photo-books, gps, etc.) and if you are brave you can
try out the Beta version of Lightroom 4 with some of your images or videos for free.
>>http://www.luminous-landscape.com/reviews/software/whats_new_in_lightroom_4_overview.shtml

Winter Delights submitted by Pat Calder
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Monthly Tip: Photographer‟s Best Friend Submitted by Bob Robertson
If you want to save yourself lots of money, time & the hassle of getting your camera repaired
or replaced. When used correctly, a tripod can be a valuable tool & a photographer’s best
friend. Here are a few important things to remember when setting up & using your tripod
. Safe Tripod Practice When Camera is attached:
1. Never leave your Tripod unattended.
2. If you break rule #1, always lower your tripod to your waist-level. (or lower)
3. Always have your leg width fully extended. (width not height)
4. If you have a safety lock on your head, use it. (Tripod head that is…)
5. Buy the best you can afford. (Try before you buy! No toothpicks please..)
6. Never leave home without it. (Keep it in the trunk of your car 24/7)

Diego Fabris sends these photos:

“SHOT AT JUST THE RIGHT ANGLE!!”

This would make for an interesting theme challenge for us some month. (You have just been warned!!!)
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Experimenting With Glass

14
by Dawn Knudsen

As I sat at our dining room table wistfully looking out at the snow, I
noticed that the coloured glass candle holders were reflecting beautiful
colours on the table runner. I told Larry about it and we ran for our
cameras, hoping to capture some of those reflections. Two hours later
the table was covered with all my blue carnival glass objects, glass
paperweights, a variety of patterned serviettes, a sheet of aluminum foil
and a piece of black cloth all of which told the story of our photography
fun. Here are a few samples of those images.

( All but one of these photos were taken by Dawn!!!)
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AND FURTHERMORE……..!
1) Not sure if this is news letter stuff but there are a couple of video tutorials on this site for Camera
RAW that are really good, especially the first one – Camera raw part 1http://blogs.pstcc.edu/jemay/videotutorials/ Submitted by Roy Cartwright

2) Subject: Jan 2012 Newsletter - Nancy Falconi Inc Folks should watch the video clip of this
very different way to treat a photograph.
Titled “Encaustic Photography” by Nancy Falconi. Inc. Very worthwhile!!! Submitted by
Bob Robertson
3) Ralph Curtis submits this hockey photo from the NPC –Cougars photo outing.

He Shoots! He SCORES!!!!!
Appropriately titled, with the puck
clearly visible going into the net,
the Monitor jury hereby declares

Ralph Curtis
……the outright winner of the:
NPC Hockey Outings Challenge.
Congratulations Ralph!!! A
GREAT AWARD-WINNING PHOTO!

4) NPC Monthly Meeting: February 6th.
Guest Presentation by Brenda Nutter: “Travels With Brenda”
Theme Challenge: Winter‟s Worst!

and/or “Three”
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„Horsin Around‟ by Dawn Knudsen
If I had to select an underlying theme for this issue of

the Monitor it would be something like ”Having fun with
your camera!” You can see from the photos submitted
for this newsletter that all of these photographers
enjoyed the time they spent capturing these images. From Terry‟s and Ormie‟s outing images to Pat
Calder‟s winter finches and Dawn‟s „experimenting with glass‟, all efforts were attempts to satisfy a
basic urge to record something meaningful at the moment. Add to these Eileen Mountain‟s ice-encased
car photos, Allan Short‟s “Travels with Al” images and Debbie Funchion‟s beautiful photo essay and
you would be hard put not to feel the unbridled enthusiasm that motivated these photographers. Ansel
Adams stated it quite aptly when he said: “A great photograph is a full expression of what one feels
about what is being photographed in the deepest sense, and is, thereby, a true expression of what one
feels about life in its entirety.”
What makes a „great photograph is a topic for discussions we will be having at some of our upcoming
NPC meetings. Our executive members are currently considering more effective ways for our members
to evaluate their photographic skills. With this in mind, it is hoped we will all be further motivated to
delve deeper into photography as a means of expressing our feelings for what we see around us..
David O‟Rourke‟s ongoing outing adventures are intended not only to be fun and entertaining but also
to provide our members with challenging shooting conditions. Hopefully, our members will see these
ventures as opportunities to look for, and find, the elements that are inherent in great photographs.
And, if we do fall short of capturing that so-called “great” image, we can take heart in knowing that we
have at least come a step closer to achieving our goal. Thanks to all who submitted materials for this
issue.
Larry
After a hard night of
capturing hockey images, the
stalwart photographers
retreat to a local pub where
tales of “the image that got
away” are never-ending.
“What ISO did you use?
Which shooting mode? Lens?
White balance?”
Anyone for another “coke”?
…….(and they all grinned!!)

David O‟Rourke photo

